We present a new reduced scaling multireference singles and doubles configuration interaction ͑MRSDCI͒ algorithm based upon the combination of local correlation and pseudospectral methods. Taking advantage of the locality of the Coulomb potential, the weak-pairs approximation of Saebo " and Pulay is employed to eliminate configurations having simultaneous excitations out of pairs of distant, weakly interacting orbitals. In conjunction with this, the pseudospectral approximation is used to break down the most time-consuming two-electron integrals into a product of intermediate quantities depending on no more than two orbital indices. The resulting intermediate quantities are then used directly in the CI equations to substantially reduce the number of floating point operations required for diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. Additionally, our CI algorithm is based upon the symmetric group graphical approach CI ͑SGGA-CI͒ of Duch and Karwowski. For the purpose of developing reduced scaling CI algorithms, this approach has some important advantages. The most important of these advantages are the on-the-fly calculation of integral coupling coefficients and the separation of the spin and spatial parts of the wave function, which simplifies implementation of local correlation approximations. We apply the method to determine a series of binding energies in hydrocarbons and show that the approximate method predicts binding energies that are within a few kcal/mol of those predicted by the analytic nonlocal method. For large molecules, the local pseudospectral method was shown to be over 7 times as fast as the analytic nonlocal method. We also carry out a systematic study on the performance of different basis sets in the weak-pairs method. It was determined that triple-basis sets were capable of recovering only 99.0% of the correlation energy, whereas double-basis sets recovered 99.9% of the correlation energy.
INTRODUCTION
Electron correlation in ab initio quantum chemistry is typically described using one of three principal methods: Mo "ller-Plesset ͑MP͒ perturbation theory, coupled cluster ͑CC͒ theory, or configuration interaction ͑CI͒. In terms of the computational resources required, these methods all scale very poorly with the size of the system under consideration. Methods based on various degrees of Mo "ller-Plesset perturbation theory ͑designated as MPx, where x is the degree of perturbation theory used͒ are typically the most economical of these methods and offer the important advantage of being rigorously size extensive. For these reasons, MPx became arguably the most widely used correlation technique. However, MP2 still scales as nN 4 , while MP3 and MP4 restricted to single, double, and quadruple substitutions scale as n 2 N 4 and n 3 N 3 , respectively. Here, n is the number of orbitals occupied in the reference and N is the number of basis functions. Clearly, the cost of even these relatively inexpensive ab initio treatments of electron correlation will become prohibitive for larger systems. Recognizing this fact, various researchers have developed reduced scaling MPx methods. Saebo " and Pulay developed reduced scaling MP2, MP3, and MP4 methods based on local correlation techniques. [1] [2] [3] These methods were shown to be quite successful, recovering greater than 99% of the nonlocal MPx correlation energy.
Martinez and Carter implemented a pseudospectral ͑PS͒ version of MP2 and MP3. 4 Murphy et al. then developed a MP2 method that simultaneously takes advantage of local correlation techniques and PS methods. 5, 6 This method was shown to be very successful at describing conformational changes and was incorporated into the Jaguar quantum chemistry software package. 7 Subsequent work by Werner and coworkers has lead to a linear scaling MP2 method based on local correlation. [8] [9] [10] Maslen, Lee, and Head-Gordon have developed a local noniterative MPx method that makes use of both atom-centered occupied and virtual orbitals. [11] [12] [13] [14] This ''atoms-in-molecules'' approach has been quite successfully applied to MP2, MP4, and various perturbative corrections to CC methods. Along slightly different lines, Ayala and Scuseria used a Laplace transform scheme ͑originally conceived of by Almlöf 15 ͒ to recast the MP2 equations entirely in the atomic orbitals ͑AO͒ basis. 16 By defining AO domains and neglecting weak interactions, they were able to achieve a linear scaling MP2 method that gives energies differing from the canonical MP2 energies by only microhartrees. In spite of this success, MPx suffers from some important deficiencies. First, compared to CC and CI, MPx generally recovers less correlation energy. Second, MPx is known to perform poorly when the reference is not a true spin eigenfunction. 17 In addition, MPx performs poorly for open-shell systems and therefore cannot be used to describe covalent bond breaking.
Although there are multireference versions of MPx, 18 -20 the question of what the zeroth-order Hamiltonian should be does not have an unequivocal answer.
Coupled cluster methods are considered by many to be the most accurate, size extensive correlation methods. Of course, the scaling of CC is even more severe than MPx. The coupled cluster with single and double substitutions ͑CCSD͒ method scales as N 6 , while CCSD with a perturbative triples correction ͓CCSD͑T͔͒ scales as N 7 . As in the case of MPx, extensive research has been devoted towards reducing the severe scaling of coupled cluster methods. Similar in spirit to the local MP2 methods of Saebo " and Pulay, Hampel and Werner developed a fully local CCSD method. 21 This method was recently augmented to take advantage of integral direct techniques, resulting in a local CCSD program that was applied to treat systems having 300 correlated electrons using 1000 basis functions. 22 Additionally, Schütz and Werner developed a local method for treating the perturbative triples correction to CCSD, 23 which was then developed further into a linear scaling perturbative triples technique by Schütz. 24 Scuseria and Ayala implemented a linear scaling CCSD method based on the same Laplace transform technology used in their linear scaling MP2 method. 25 As is typical, this method was shown to recover more than 99% of the correlation energy. Constans et al. subsequently applied this to the perturbative triples correction to CCSD as well. 26 Unfortunately, similar to MP2, CC methods are not easily used with open-shell or multireference SCF wave functions. Although there has been substantial progress in the area of using CC with high-spin coupled spin-restricted reference wave functions, 27 -31 the treatment of low-spin and openshell singlet cases remains problematic and is an active area of research. 32, 33 The difficulty in using CC with multireference wave functions is particularly troubling as it hinders the use of CC for mapping out the potential energy surfaces ͑PESs͒ associated with bond cleavage, processes that are central to chemistry. Although the development of multireference CC methods ͑MRCC͒ has been an active area of research over the last 20 years, 34 -43 a completely general, computationally practical MRCC method remains elusive.
Compared to CC or MPx, far less research has gone into the development of reduced scaling CI methods. Saebo " and Pulay developed a local single reference CI method. 44 However, it was used only with closed-shell references, no chemically interesting phenomena were studied, and the method was never fully developed to the same extent that their local MPx and CC methods were. Martinez and co-workers later implemented PS versions of full CI, doubles CI ͑DCI͒, and MRSDCI. [45] [46] [47] Reynolds and co-workers later incorporated local correlation into these 48, 49 methods. However, these local PS CI methods could only be used with closed-shell single determinant reference wave functions. Consequently, these methods were only used to study a few simple torsions in hydrocarbons. Furthermore, there were a number of significant technical issues that severely constrained the longterm growth of these algorithms. Nevertheless, in terms of the accuracy and percentage of correlation energy recovered, the results of Refs. 45-49 were quite encouraging. Spurred on by these results, Walter and Carter recently reported a weak-pairs MRSDCI algorithm that removed the most troublesome technical difficulties associated with the methods of Refs. 45-49. This method was used to map out the PES for cleavage of the double bond in trans-2-butene. 50 The resulting local CI PES yielded a D e that was within 1 kcal/ mol of the D e predicted by the analytic method. However, this method included no means of reducing the overall scaling associated with the treatment of the virtual orbitals. Furthermore, the absolute central processing unit ͑CPU͒ times were quite poor, the algorithm still being in early stages of development.
The important advantage CI has over CC and MPx is the ease with which it can be used with just about any style of SCF reference wave function. This makes the CI method quite general and applicable to a wide range of systems and phenomena. In light of this, it is perhaps surprising that CI has not received more attention in the area of reduced scaling ab initio methods. The principal drawback of CI methods is their lack of size extensivity, which raises questions about their usefulness in studies on larger systems. As this is the driving force behind the development of reduced scaling ab initio methods, this no doubt helps explain the lack of attention received by CI in this area. However, there are a number of different size-extensivity corrections available that can be applied both to SDCI and MRSDCI. [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] In addition, a number of different size extensive and approximately sizeextensive MRCI techniques have been proposed. [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] Thus, it seems quite likely that reduced scaling CI methods have a promising future and there is a substantial need for more research in this area.
Here, we present a reduced scaling MRSDCI method that combines local correlation in the internal space ͑occu-pied orbitals, denoted as i, j, k, and l͒ and the PS method in the virtual space ͑unoccupied orbitals, denoted as a, b, c, and d͒ for the treatment of the (ab͉cd) and (i j͉ab) classes of integrals. Our MRSDCI program is based upon the symmetric group graphical approach ͑SGGA͒ formalism of Duch and Karwowski. 64, 65 This offers important advantages for the development of reduced scaling CI algorithms, the most important of which are the separation of the spin and spatial parts of the wave function and on-the-fly calculation of integral coupling coefficients. Unlike in most previous discussions of reduced scaling ab initio methods, we apply our MRSDCI method to study various bond strengths in a series of hydrocarbons. We show that results comparable to those obtained using a fully analytic method can be obtained at a significantly reduced cost.
THEORY

Local configuration interaction
In a recent publication, 50 a detailed description of our weak-pairs CI method was given. Here, we briefly reiterate the essential points. Since the Coulomb potential is short ranged, the motion of widely separated electrons is weakly correlated. This fact can be exploited to greatly reduce the amount of effort required in a CI calculation. First introduced by Saebo " and Pulay, the weak-pairs approximation 3 neglects or approximates the contribution of CSFs ͑configuration state functions; the combination of a spatial orbital configuration pattern and a spin eigenfunction properly antisymmetrized͒ having simultaneous excitations out of widely separated orbitals. In the local MPx method of Saebo " and Pulay the internal pairs were characterized as being negligible, weak, or strong. The strong pairs were treated without approximation and the negligible pairs were neglected. However, the weak pairs were treated approximately 2 by either using a low level of theory or omitting groups of terms that should approximately cancel. In a similar vein, the local MP2 method of Hetzer et al. treats weak pairs approximately using multipole expansions. 8 In contrast to these methods, we simply neglect all of the weak-pairs interactions. Since in large molecules there are a large number of weak pairs, it would certainly be desirable to use an approximate technique for treating the weak pairs as it would substantially improve the accuracy of the method. Furthermore, it would allow the treatment of systems in which dispersion plays a substantial role. Nevertheless, the total neglect of weak pairs amounts to a loss of only a few percent of the correlation energy and this error will largely cancel upon computing an energy difference for most systems.
Of course, in order to meaningfully discuss the notion of widely separated orbitals, the molecular orbitals ͑MOs͒ must be localized. Here, the doubly occupied orbitals are localized using the Boys algorithm. 66 The generalized valence bond ͑GVB͒ active orbitals are localized naturally as a by-product of the GVB orbital optimization. 67, 68 In order to determine the weak-pairs orbitals, spheres are associated with each occupied MO. Pairs of MOs whose spheres do not overlap are then considered to be weak pairs. The spheres are determined in the following fashion. First, a Mulliken population analysis is done on each internal MO to determine which atoms contribute the most to that orbital. For each MO, the atoms in the molecule are then sorted according to their contribution to the MO in question. A group of atoms with dominant contributions to the MO are then selected from the top of the list such that the sum of their contributions to the MO exceed some threshold. Since the orbitals are normalized to unity, this number is usually something like 0.8. The center of the sphere is then determined by finding the contribution-weighted center of mass of the most heavily contributing atoms. The radius of the sphere for the MO is then set equal to a constant, ␣, multiplied by the maximum separation of any two atoms in the list of heavily contributing atoms. The parameter ␣ and the occupation threshold are included in order to allow one to tune the strength of the local CI calculation. Larger values of the occupation threshold and ␣ will lead to CI calculations that approach the nonlocal versions. The variation in the percentage of the correlation energy recovered as a function of the occupation threshold and ␣ has been described previously. 50 The use of the weak-pairs approximation in large systems can lead to CI expansions requiring only 40% as much computational effort as the nonlocal CI expansions yet still recover more than 99% of the MRSDCI correlation energy when basis sets of double-quality are used. 50 Furthermore, in the case of trans-2-butene, it yielded smooth potential energy surfaces for cleavage of the C-C double bond and predicted the D e to within 0.9 kcal/mol of the analytic value.
It should be noted that the local CI method presented here does not make use of any form of localized virtuals to partially truncate the virtual space. However, for a given internal CSF having holes in a set of weak-pair orbitals, the entire set of excitations to virtuals is eliminated. Thus, the savings in the weak-pairs method is derived from reducing the number of times the virtual space must be treated.
Symmetric group approach to CI
Before discussing the details of the symmetric group approach to CI, a few introductory remarks regarding modern CI calculations should be made. Large-scale CI is based on direct methods in which small bits of the Hamiltonian are formed and then used directly in diagonalization algorithms that only require one to form the product of the Hamiltonian and a trial vector. 69, 70 The partial pieces of the Hamiltonian are constructed using the expression
where i, j,k,l are orbitals, and are CSFs, and the A i j and A i jkl are known as integral coupling coefficients.
In the development of reduced scaling methods, one would like to take advantage of as many symmetries as possible to reduce the calculational effort required. Unfortunately, the use of localized internal orbitals makes it impossible to take advantage of spatial point group symmetry in our local CI technique. For typical systems studied by CI, the remaining symmetry that can be exploited is spin symmetry. Although CI methods based upon Slater determinants are very efficient and relatively easy to implement, 71 Slater determinants are not native spin eigenfunctions, except in the case of a closed-shell singlet and open shells coupled to maximum spin. For this reason, we have chosen to build our reduced scaling CI method within a CSF-based formalism rather than a Slater-determinant-based approach.
Configuration-state-function-based approaches to CI come in two general flavors: those based on the unitary group and those based on the symmetric group. Large-scale CI methods were first implemented in terms of the unitary group approach 72 ͑UGA͒ and its graphical form ͑GUGA͒. [73] [74] [75] In this approach, the spin and spatial parts of the wave functions are entangled. Integral coupling coefficients are calculated for a specific pair of CSFs using complex formulas in which a series of factors are concatenated for every occupied orbital. The process is not well suited to on-the-fly computation, and coupling coefficients are generally precomputed and stored on disk in a lengthy sequential access file. Clearly, this will introduce a strong dependence on low-speed disk storage. However, the principal disadvantage of this situation is that it inconveniently forces one to organize a CI calculation according to the sequence of coupling coefficients on the file. If one wants to carry out a specialized or truncated CI calculation, one must first sort or prune the coupling coefficient file. Finally, it should be noted that many GUGA programs are restricted in the number of internal orbitals they can handle, making them inappropriate for use in the development of algorithms designed to treat larger systems.
Because, in the symmetric group approach ͑SGA͒, the spin and spatial parts of the wave function are separated, the SGA tends to be much simpler compared to the UGA. Consequently, many electron wave functions were first formulated in terms of the SGA. 76 -78 However, large-scale CI algorithms 64, 65 based on the SGA did not emerge until well after the development of algorithms based on the UGA. For the purpose of developing reduced scaling CI algorithms, the SGA offers numerous advantages over the UGA. In the SGA, matrices for irreducible representations of the symmetric group form a block of coupling coefficients for all pairs of spin couplings associated with a given pair of orbital occupations. The algorithms for computing these matrices 79, 80 are extremely rapid. In fact, they are rapid enough that the matrices can be recomputed on-the-fly as they are needed. In addition to removing the dependence on low-speed disk storage, this allows one to easily reorganize or truncate a CI calculation with minimal overhead. Of course, the previous statement is in general true regardless of the specific needs one may have in reorganizing a CI calculation. In local correlation techniques, however, the decision on whether or not to retain a particular CSF is made solely on the basis of the spatial aspects of the CSF. The separation of the spin and spatial parts of the CSF in the SGA makes the elimination of all CSFs corresponding to the different spin couplings associated with a given occupation pattern natural and trivial. In the UGA, such simplifications are not possible because of the entanglement of the spin and spatial parts of the wave function.
As was mentioned previously, coupling coefficient codes based on the GUGA approach are often limited in the number of internal orbitals they can handle. By definition, this is a quantity that is dependent on the size of the system. The algorithms for computing the irreducible representations of the symmetric group used in the SGA, on the other hand, are limited by the maximum number of open shells in the CI wave function. This is a quantity that depends on the spin multiplicity of the molecule and the choice of reference wave function, not the size of the system. For the overwhelming majority of CI calculations imaginable, this is a quantity that is easily handled by the algorithms for computing the symmetric group representation matrices. Thus, in addition to being simpler and well suited for use with local correlation techniques, the SGA appears to be intrinsically more appropriate for the treatment of larger systems.
Pseudospectral methods
In ab initio quantum chemistry, the PS method [81] [82] [83] is used to decompose two-electron integrals into a product of intermediate quantities depending on no more than two orbital indices:
Here, the variable g indexes a series of grid points and the matrix R holds the values of the basis functions at those grid points. The matrix Q is obtained as the solution to an equation of the form QR ϭS. The matrices R and S are augmented versions of R and the analytic overlap matrix containing an extra set of ''dealiasing'' functions. These dealiasing functions are introduced with the aim of minimizing the error arising from spurious components outside the basis set contained in the products A kl (r g ) j (r g ). 84 It has been shown that the accuracy of the PS approximation can be substantially enhanced through the use of an appropriate set of dealiasing functions. 85 The utility of the PS approximation becomes apparent when two-electron integrals must be contracted with arrays of coefficients. Such operations are extremely common in ab initio quantum chemistry. Indeed, they arise in SCF calculations, MPx, CC, and CI methods. In CI, the dominant computational effort comes from the contraction of the (i j͉ab) and (ab͉cd) integrals with the vector of CI expansion coefficients, which we shall denote as C and refer to as the CI vector. Here, i and j are internal orbitals and a, b, c, and d are indexing virtual orbitals.
The equation for treating the (i j͉ab) is
where Z is a vector that contains the product of the Hamiltonian and the CI vector. As was noted by Siegbahn, 86 the coupling coefficients can be broken down into an internal part and an external part. The external part of the coupling coefficients is quite simple, usually amounting only to a sign change or a factor of the square root of two. As was first noted by Meyer, 87 this external coupling coefficient can be easily absorbed into the C and Z vectors. 88 Denoting the internal parts of the coupling coefficients as BJ and BK and assuming the external parts are absorbed into C and Z, Eq. ͑4͒ can be rewritten as
where and label internal CSFs and the variable C ab is the element of the CI vector corresponding to the CSF with internal part and having external orbitals a and b occupied. Note here the implicit sums over allowed i, j values ͑within the sum over ͒. This is the exact equation presented previously by Martinez and Carter, and the discussion of the scaling that follows is similar to theirs. 47 In terms of floating point operations, the calculation of each term contributing to the Z ab will scale formally like XN v 3 where X is the total number of interacting and and N v is the number of virtual orbitals. The factor X is in many cases quite substantial, and can cause the treatment of the (i j͉ab) to be the most time-consuming portion of the diagonalization process. In fact, for systems with four or five heavy atoms treated using standard double-polarization ͑DZP͒ basis sets, the (i j͉ab) can consume as much as 60% of the CPU time depending on the complexity of the internal space.
The PS approximation for the two-electron integrals can be inserted straightforwardly into Eq. ͑5͒, leading to the expression
If the index can run from 1 to P and the total number of grid points is denoted as N g , then the sums over c in both terms of Eq. ͑6͒ require PN g N v 2 floating point operations. The resulting quantity (RC) gb can be precomputed and stored. The sum over in both terms of Eq. ͑6͒ becomes more complicated, but can be much better understood by noting that fixing the values and also fixes the values of i and j. Thus, the result of the middle sum of the first term in Eq. ͑6͒ can be safely written as (ABJRC) gb and the cost of computing it will scale as XN g N v . Because in the integral (ia͉ jc) the indices i and j are not adjacent, the result of the middle sum of the second term of Eq. ͑6͒ must be written as (QBKRC) igb . Although the presence of the extra index i does not increase the cost of computing these terms ͑still scaling as XN g N v ͒, they must still be binned according to i. The final sum over g in the first term of Eq. ͑6͒ will scale straightforwardly like PN g N v 2 . The final sum of the second term of Eq. ͑6͒, however, scales slightly worse owing to the presence of the extra index i. Although the index i does not range over all the internal orbitals, it typically includes a nontrivial fraction of them. Depending on the number of internal orbitals and the complexity of the internal space, the effect of the index i can be substantial. Denoting the effect of this extra index as ␤, the scaling of the sum over i and g in the second term of Eq. ͑6͒ is ␤ PN g N v 2 . The dominant terms in the scaling of the PS treatment of the (i j͉ab) finally amount to (2ϩ␤) PN g N v 2 . Here, the 2 arises from the calculation of the (RC) gb ͓which should be done only once and used in both the first and second term of Eq. ͑6͔͒ and the sum over g in the first term of Eq. ͑6͒. The ␤ arises from the sum over i,g in the second term of Eq. ͑6͒. The final scaling of the analytic treatment of the (i j͉ab) comes to 2XN v 3 , as readily seen from Eq. ͑5͒. Thus, the scaling advantage from the PS treatment of the (i j͉ab) is 2XN v /͓(2ϩ␤) PN g ͔. The magnitude of this scaling advantage varies greatly depending on the system under consideration. For small systems with only a few atoms, N g is typically at least an order of magnitude larger than N v . This typically overwhelms the effect of X/ P, leading to a PS disadvantage for such systems. For small systems, one will only save in the treatment of the (i j͉ab) if extremely large basis sets are used to partially cancel out the effect of N g and if the internal space is sufficiently complicated so that X is large. As the size of the system grows, N g is still roughly an order of magnitude larger than N v , but the ratio N g /N v begins to decrease. More importantly, the value of X increases rapidly, especially in the case of multiconfigurational reference wave functions. For example, the values of X for ethane and butane each treated using three reference configurations are 15 336 and 120 528, respectively. Consequently, one starts to see marked savings in the treatment of the (i j͉ab) as the size of the system grows.
The analysis of the (ab͉cd) is far more straightforward compared to the (i j͉ab). The analytic expression for the (ab͉cd) is
Here, we use the same notation and make the same assumptions regarding the internal parts of the coupling coefficients as in Eq. ͑6͒. This calculation will scale as PN v 4 . The PS version of Eq. ͑7͒ is given by
and will scale as 3 PN g N v 2 . The PS scaling advantage in the treatment of the (ab͉cd) is therefore N v 2 /3N g . As we have noted previously, N g is roughly an order of magnitude larger than N v . Therefore, one can easily see that in terms of floating point operations, one starts to save in the PS treatment of the (ab͉cd) even for fairly small systems. It should be noted that the savings in the PS (ab͉cd) are derived from a different source than in the case of the (i j͉ab). For the (ab͉cd), the savings are derived from decoupling the c and d indices in the two-electron integral. In the (i j͉ab), however, the savings come from decoupling the and indices in the coupling coefficients. The former is far more potent.
Although counting floating point operations can provide insight into the cost of a calculation, the main bottleneck in modern computers is memory access. For smaller systems where there are relatively few floating point operations, this fact makes it difficult to predict the amount of time a calculation will consume as memory accesses may be the bottleneck. However, as the number of virtual orbitals increases, the ratio of floating point operations to memory accesses will decrease in the treatment of both the (i j͉ab) and (ab͉cd). Since the floating point operations are the bottleneck, the count of floating point operations will then become an accurate predictor of the cost of a calculation. Thus, the formulas given above are expected to be most accurate when N v is large.
CALCULATIONAL DETAILS
All of the SCF reference wave functions used in this study were obtained using the Jaguar version 4.1 quantum chemistry package.
7 For single reference cases, the wave function used was either Hartree-Fock ͑HF͒ or restricted open-shell Hartree-Fock ͑ROHF͒, of course. For multireference cases, the wave function used was either generalized valence bond perfect-pairing 89 ͑GVB-PP͒ or generalized valence bond with restricted configuration interaction 90, 91 ͑GVB-RCI͒. Briefly, the GVB-PP wave function uses two configurations for a particular pair of electrons. One configuration places the pair of electrons in an orbital that is bonding in nature while the other places the pair in an orbital that is correspondingly antibonding. If the pair of electrons in question are taking part in bonding, then such a wave function will provide a proper zeroth-order description of the cleavage of the bond. The GVB-RCI wave function differs from the GVB-PP wave function in that it also includes a configuration placing one electron in the bonding orbital and one electron in the antibonding orbital. It has been shown that such wave functions are competitive with complete active space SCF ͑CASSCF͒ wave functions. 92 In general, the GVB-PP and GVB-RCI wave functions are denoted as GVB (x/2x) and GVB-RCI (x/2x), where x is the number of pairs of electrons and 2x is the number of orbitals used to describe those pairs of electrons. We note in passing that although we only use GVB style reference functions here, there is nothing intrinsic to the method presented here that restricts it to use with such references. All molecular geometries were optimized at the GVB-PP level of theory.
As was noted previously by Martinez and Carter, 47 the use of the pseudospectral approximation leads to a slightly asymmetric Hamiltonian. For example, in the case of the (ab͉cd) ͓Eq. ͑7͔͒, this can be easily understood by noting that Eq. ͑2͒ is not necessarily symmetric with respect to interchange of the indices i and j. To deal with these slight asymmetries, Martinez and Carter used a modified version of the Davidson matrix diagonalization algorithm 93 proposed by Rettrup. 94 Here, we do the same. The Hamiltonian diagonalization algorithm was considered converged when the energy difference between consecutive iterations was less than 10 Ϫ9 hartrees. All analytic one-and two-electron integrals were computed using the HERMIT program of Helgaker et al. 95 The pseudospectral units Q and R were computed using Jaguar while the A kl (r g ) were computed using the McMurchieDavidson algorithm. 96 The grids used were the ''coarse'' grids of Jaguar.
The bond dissociation energies ͑BDEs͒ reported here are all 298 K binding enthalpies. They are determined by first computing the 0 K D e as the difference between the CI energy for the fully bound molecule and the CI energy for a ''supermolecule'' in which the fragments are separated by roughly 100 bohrs. To convert our 0 K D e s to 298 K binding enthalpies, zero-point vibrational energies and enthalpy corrections are required. Zero-point energies were obtained from HF or ROHF analytic vibrational frequencies computed by Jaguar. No scaling corrections are applied to the frequencies. The enthalpy corrections are taken directly from Jaguar and are also computed using the analytic vibrational frequencies.
There are a number of sources of error present in our calculations that we do not account for. The basis set superposition error ͑BSSE͒ will have the effect of slightly increasing our BDEs. As mentioned previously, CI is not rigorously size extensive. Although there are size-extensivity corrections available for MRSDCI, 56 accurate corrections are not trivial to implement and we have not yet done so. Nevertheless, the error due to size extensivity is typically a few percent of the correlation energy and will largely cancel upon determining a D e . Perhaps the biggest source of error in our calculations will be from basis set incompleteness. In general, this will have the consequence of lowering our BDEs because of an underestimation of correlation effects in the fully bound molecule. While the errors mentioned here are significant, the goal of this study is not necessarily to produce the most accurate theoretical thermochemistry. Rather, the main goal is to reproduce the analytical results using the local and pseudospectral approximations. However, comparison with experimental thermochemistry is still useful in gauging the performance of the method.
Experimental thermochemistry was obtained from either the tables of BDEs in the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics 97 or estimated from the heats of formation contained in the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics. 97 All calculations were performed on Compaq DEC ES40 machines. Table I shows the variation in the percentage of the correlation energy recovered by the weak-pairs SDCI for n-pentane as a function of the basis set used. The reference function used was closed-shell HF. The local CI calculations used an occupation threshold of 0.8 and a value for ␣ of 1.7 to define the sphere radius. This lead to local CI calculations having 66.7% as many CSFs as the nonlocal CI calculations for all of the basis sets used. It should be noted that the percentage of the CSFs used in a weak-pairs CI is not very sensitive to the choice of the basis. Rather, it depends mainly on the choice of ␣ and the occupation threshold. For example, if the occupation threshold is chosen to be 0.8 and ␣ is taken to be 1.0 then this leads to weak-pairs CI wave functions for n-pentane having 46.3% as many CSFs as the nonlocal CI expansions for all of the basis sets listed in Table  I . Similarly, for an occupation threshold of 0.65 and and ␣ value of 1.35 the weak-pairs CI expansions have 64.0% as many CSFs as the nonlocal CI expansions for all basis sets listed in Table I . These results strongly suggest that the determination of the weak pairs is largely independent of the basis set.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Basis sets in local correlation
In all cases, double-basis sets performed very well, recovering at least 99.8% of the correlation energy. Compared to the double-basis sets, the triple-basis sets recov- ered roughly 0.1 hartrees more correlation energy. This suggests that triple-basis sets may be more preferable for use in calculations that require chemical accuracy. Unfortunately, the performance of the local CI deteriorates substantially in triple-basis sets. For example, the 6-31G basis set recovers 99.8% of the correlation energy while the 6-311G basis set recovers only 97.7% of the correlation energy. Although this error might at first appear to be inconsequential, in fact it can seriously affect the accuracy of a calculation. The essential difference between the double-and the triple-basis sets is the inclusion of an additional uncontracted long-ranged function to describe the valence electrons in the triple-basis sets. This additional function is apparently allowing for a better description of long-ranged correlation effects that one neglects in local CI calculations. The obvious solution is to extend the sizes of the spheres used to determine the weakpairs orbitals. Unfortunately, extending them much further eliminates almost all of the savings from the local CI. The inclusion of polarization functions in the 6-31G and 6-311G basis sets lead to the recovery of an additional 0.194 and 0.225 hartrees in the n-pentane correlation energy, respectively. In the case of the 6-311G** basis set, the fraction of the correlation energy recovered was 98.3%. This represents an improvement of 0.6% over the 6-311 basis. This effect can be traced to the exponents used in the d polarization functions. For the carbon atom, the 6-311G** basis set includes a set of d polarization functions having an exponent of 0.6266. The most long-ranged uncontracted p valence function in the 6-311G** basis has an exponent of 0.146. Thus, the d polarization functions are much shorterranged than the uncontracted valence basis functions. The net effect is that the correlation energy is increased without further impeding the performance of the local CI.
In the case of correlation-consistent basis sets, the correlation-consistent polarized valence double-͑cc-pVDZ͒ basis set recovered 99.9% of the correlation energy while the correlation-consistent polarized valence triple-͑cc-pVTZ͒ basis set recovered only 99.0% of the correlation energy. Similar to results obtained using Pople-style basis sets, the weak-pairs method appears to perform worse when more extended basis sets are used. However, the observed degradation in performance is not as severe as in the case of the Pople basis sets. This is possibly due to the fact that the correlation-consistent basis sets are optimized for use in correlated methods.
Adding diffuse functions to the basis set only incrementally improves the amount of correlation energy recovered in n-pentane. Compared to the 6-311G** basis, the 6-311G**ϩϩ basis only recovers an additional 0.001 hartrees of correlation energy. Compared to cc-pVDZ, the augmented cc-pVDZ ͑aug-cc-pVDZ͒ basis set recovered an additional 0.018 hartrees of correlation energy. Accordingly, the percentage of the correlation energy recovered by the local CI was largely unaffected. It should be pointed out that this very well may not be the case for systems where diffuse functions contribute substantially to the correlation energy.
Although the 6-311G** basis set appears to recover the smallest fraction of the correlation energy, we have elected to use this basis set in our subsequent binding energy calculations for two reasons. First, the use of any quantum chemistry method to compute binding energies is largely predicated on cancellation of errors. For approximate methods, this is even more true. Clearly, using the 6-311G** basis set will apply the most stringent test of the ability of the method presented here to adequately cancel errors. Second, the magnitude of the correlation energy recovered by the 6-311G** basis set is much greater than that for the double-basis sets. For the analytic calculations, this fact will lead to greater overall accuracy and facilitate comparison with experimental thermochemistry. 
Absolute errors in total energies
Shown in Table II are the abolute energies computed at various levels of theory for a series of hydrocarbons in their equilibrium geometries. Here, one can see that the PS CI energies differ from the analytic CI energies by only a few tenths of a millihartree. This result is in line with those previously obtained by Martinez et al. [45] [46] [47] For the purpose of computing energy differences, such an error is almost entirely neglible in most cases. Unfortunately, the errors incurred by the weak-pairs approximation are far more substantial. This increase in the error is of course due to the complete neglect of the weak-pairs interactions. However, the percentage of the correlation energy recovered by the local correlation method used here is relatively constant. Excluding the case of H-CH 2 CHCHCHCH 2 , which is discussed in detail below, the local correlation method recovers on average (97.9Ϯ0.08)% of the correlation energy. This stability in the fraction of the correlation recovered is an important reason why the method presented here can produce fairly accurate energy differences. In this regard, the method presented here relies considerably on cancellation of errors, as is typical in quantum chemistry methods.
Comparison of analytic and approximate BDEs and CPU times
Analytic and PS BDEs for a series of small hydrocarbons are listed in Table III . Clearly, the PS method is performing extremely well. Compared to the analytic BDEs, the PS BDEs are no more than 0.5 kcal/mol different. This result is a direct consequence of the fact that the raw MRSDCI total energies used to compute the BDEs ͑not shown͒ differ from the analytic MRSDCI total energies by only a few millihartrees as mentioned previously. Because the systems in Table III are so small, the local correlation technique leads to CI expansions that are essentially as large as the nonlocal CI expansions. Therefore, we show no BDEs obtained using the weak-pairs method. Additionally, most of the systems in Table III are small enough such that the CPU times are not particularly meaningful and we therefore do not bother to show those either. Table IV displays BDEs in a series of hydrocarbons having 4 -5 main group atoms. As in the case of the small systems, the PS BDEs are no greater than 0.4 kcal/mol different from the analytic BDEs and this is again a consequence of the similarity of the analytic and PS MRSDCI total energies. Although the weak-pairs correlation method appears to perform rather well, the errors introduced are on average greater than those incurred by the PS method. For C 2 H 5 -CH 2 NH 2 , CH 3 -OC(CH 3 )CH 2 , and CH 3 NH-NHCH 3 errors of 0.5, 0.7, and 1.8 kcal/mol are introduced by the weak-pairs method, respectively. Although these errors are significant, they are still acceptable. In the case of the H-CH 2 CHCHCHCH 2 BDE calculated using the 6-311G** basis set, on the other hand, an error of 8.4 kcal/mol is introduced by the local correlation method. This is a rather large error and can be attributed to the spheres associated with the GVB natural orbitals being too small to force the inclusion of CSFs needed to adequately describe the correlation of the C-H bond. When the sizes of these spheres are doubled, the weakpairs BDE is determined to be 85.4 kcal/mol, in excellent agreement with nonlocal results. When less extended basis sets are used, it is expected that the correlation effects captured by a correlation method will be more localized. It is therefore not surprising that when a 6-31G** basis set is used, the error introduced by the weak-pairs method with unmodified spheres for the GVB orbitals is only 2 kcal/mol compared to the nonlocal method. For all other systems studied, the local MRSDCI error was only 0.1 kcal/mol. The combined local PS method gives results very similar to the local method. This is expected, as the PS method gives results very similar to the analytic method. The largest difference on going from the local MRSDCI method to the local PS MRSDCI is observed for CH 3 -OC(CH 3 )CH 2 and is 0.8 kcal/mol. For all other molecules, this difference is less than 0.4 kcal/mol. Thus, it appears that the limiting factor in the accuracy of the approximate CI methods is the effectiveness of the weak-pairs approximation. However, it is likely that the error only arises when more extended basis sets are used and even in these cases the error seems to cancel to a large extent.
Also shown in Table IV are the total CPU times per iteration and the CPU times required to treat the contribution of various integrals to the Z vector. It should be noted that the total CPU time is not simply the sum of the times for the (ab͉cd), (i j͉ab), (i j͉kl), and (ai͉ jk) integrals. Rather, the total CPU time is equal to the total amount of time required to compute the Z vector taking into account the contributions of all possible classes of integrals. As mentioned previously, the (i j͉ab) and (ab͉cd) integrals are the usual bottlenecks in CI calculations and are treated using the PS approximation. For systems with four heavy atoms, the PS approximation reduces the cost of treating the (i j͉ab) by slightly more than a factor of 2. As the size of the system increases, the PS approximation should become more effective for the (i j͉ab). Accordingly, for CH 3 -OC(CH 3 )CH 2 the PS approximation reduces the cost of treating the (i j͉ab) by a factor of 4.5. For the (ab͉cd), the PS approximation is even more effective. For the smallest systems listed in Table IV , the PS approximation reduces the cost of treating the (ab͉cd) by roughly a factor of 6. For the larger systems in Table IV , this increases to a factor of 7.
As the number of references increases, the treatment of the (ai͉ jk) is also expected to become a bottleneck. Since these integrals contain three internal indices, the cost of treating them should be greatly reduced by the weak-pairs approximation. Although the (i j͉kl) are never bottlenecks, the treatment of these integrals should also be greatly reduced by the weak-pairs approximation. This can be easily understood for both classes of integrals by noting that these integrals link configurations having different internal CSFs. Thus, the cost of treating these integrals should depend approximately quadratically on the number of internal CSFs. The (ab͉cd) integrals, on the other hand, only link CSFs having the same internal part and the cost of treating them can therefore only depend linearly on the number of internal CSFs. If the weakpairs approximation reduces the number of internal CSFs by a factor of 2, for example, then the cost of treating the (i j͉kl) and (ai͉ jk) will be reduced roughly fourfold while the cost of the (ab͉cd) will be reduced only twofold. Of course, the situation is complicated, since the (ai͉ jk) link CSFs differing in their number of electrons in the internal space by one and the (i j͉kl) link CSFs having the same number of electrons in the internal space. Nevertheless, the argument serves to explain why the weak-pairs approximation is more effective for these integrals.
For the small systems listed in Table IV , the weak-pairs approximation reduces the cost of treating the (i j͉kl) and (ai͉ jk) by less than a factor of 2. However, the savings grow slightly as the size of the system increases. Given the extended orbital spheres used here to accommodate the 6-311G** basis set, these results are consistent with those TABLE IV. Analytic and pseudospectral CPU times and 298-K BDEs for medium-sized molecules. The term local refers to the weak-pairs method. In the weak-pairs calculations, the occupation threshold was 0.8 and the parameter ␣ was 1.7. 50 The cost of treating the (i j͉ab) and (ab͉cd) are also reduced by the weakpairs approximation. For the (i j͉ab), the savings are similar to those seen for the (ai͉ jk) and (i j͉kl). This is not surprising as the (i j͉ab) also link CSFs having different internal parts. As expected, the savings from the weak-pairs approximation in treating the (ab͉cd) are much smaller.
The savings from the combined weak-pairs PS method is expected to be equal to the product of the savings from the weak-pairs approximation and the savings from the PS approximation. This fact was previously noted by Reynolds et al. 48 For example, in the case of the (ab͉cd) integrals for C 2 H 5 -C 2 H 5 , the PS and weak-pairs approximations reduce the effort required by a factor of 6.3 and 1.2, respectively. The product of these savings, 7.6, is close to the actual observed factor of 8.1. Similar agreement is observed for the other systems listed in Table IV . Table V lists the analytic and weak-pairs PS CPU times for a series of large molecules having 6 or more heavy atoms. In all cases except C 6 H 6 , the analytic calculations were too costly to carry to completion as these CI calculations typically involved over 30 000 000 CSFs. In the case of biphenyl, it was too costly to even carry out one iteration of the CI calculation and the analytic times are estimated as follows. As discussed previously, the cost of treating the (ab͉cd) integrals should be proportional to the product of P and N v 4 . The proportionality constant was determined from an average of results for which analytic CPU times were available. Similar procedures were used for the (i j͉ab), (i j͉kl), and (ai͉ jk) integrals. The treatment of the (i j͉ab) integrals should be proportional to the product of X and N v 3 . For the (i j͉kl) and (ai͉ jk) integrals, the number of pairs of interacting doubly excited internal CSFs was taken to be proportional to the number of internal orbitals, N i , raised to the power of the number of internal indices in the integral. Thus, the (i j͉kl) calculation was taken to scale as N i 4 N v 2 and the (ai͉ jk) were taken to scale as N i 3 N v 2 . The total time per iteration reported for biphenyl is simply the sum of the times for the (i j͉ab), (ab͉cd), (i j͉kl), and (ai͉ jk) integrals. Of course, this neglects the contribution of some interactions, so this estimated time will be slightly lower than the actual CPU time required. Nevertheless, one can verify from the other entries in Table V that this will indeed be a very good estimation of the total CPU time required for one iteration.
The CPU times in Table V Tables III and IV and the local/PS BDEs of Table  V. TABLE V. Weak-pairs pseudospectral MRSDCI CPU times and 298 K BDEs for large molecules. The term local refers to the weak-pairs method. In the weak-pairs calculations, the occupation threshold was 0.8 and the parameter ␣ was 1.7. The theoretical BDEs shown below were obtained using the combined weak-pairs pseudospectral method. PS method reduces the cost by more than a factor of 2. Here, we see that the savings from both the weak-pairs and PS approximations growing rapidly with the size of the system. For the biphenyl molecule, the calculation was carried out using a 6-31G** basis. Obviously, for this basis the ratio of the size of the virtual space to the size of the internal space is not as great as it is for the 6-311G** basis. Consequently, the savings seen for biphenyl are somewhat less than they are for the other molecules in Table V. The case of C 6 H 5 -H ͑Ph-H͒ is clearly another example of the 6-311G** basis set failing in the local correlation method. The use of a more localized 6-31G** basis set improves the results substantially.
Comparison of theoretical and experimental BDEs
Tables III-V list experimental BDEs alongside the theoretical values computed here. Figure 1 shows the experimental BDEs plotted versus the theoretical BDEs. The correlation shown in Fig. 1 is in general quite good. However, the points do tend to lie above the diagonal, indicating that the theoretical BDEs are lower than the experimental BDEs. Excluding the outlier cases of CH 3 -OC(CH 3 )CH 2 and C-H BDEs obtained with a 6-311G** basis set, the BDEs shown in Fig. 1 are lower than the theoretical BDEs by an average of 3.5 kcal/mol. As pointed out previously, this discrepancy is very likely due to the inability of the basis sets used to fully describe the electron correlation in the bound molecules. The errors are more severe for cases involving lone pairs and multiple bonds where electron correlation is more important.
As mentioned briefly above, Fig. 1 includes one troublesome outlier for the CH 3 -OC(CH 3 )CH 2 BDE. The experimental value for this BDE is reported to be 66.1 kcal/mol. This BDE is 26.3 kcal/mol smaller than the well known CH 3 -OH BDE of 92.4 kcal/mol. Given the similarity of the bonds, one might expect these BDEs to be much more similar. Here, we report a CH 3 -OC(CH 3 )CH 2 BDE of 81.6 kcal/ mol. Based on our other results, it is very likely that this BDE is 4 -6 kcal/mol lower than the actual BDE. Thus, we estimate the actual value of the CH 3 -OC(CH 3 )CH 2 BDE to be close to 86 kcal/mol, which is much more in line with the CH 3 -OH BDE. This gives us additional confidence in our theoretical BDEs and casts some doubt upon the experimental CH 3 -OC(CH 3 )CH 2 BDE.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK
We have presented here a reduced scaling MRSDCI method that simultaneously takes advantage of the pseudospectral and weak-pairs approximation. Unlike most previous studies on reduced scaling ab initio methods, we have applied our method to study homolytic bond cleavage in a series of hydrocarbons. These are applications for which multireference methods are well suited, but much of the previous work in reduced scaling ab initio quantum chemistry has been based on methods in which the extension to the multireference case is very difficult both theoretically and computationally. The results of this study are very encouraging. The BDEs obtained from the approximate CI methods are in reasonable agreement with both the analytic BDEs and the experimental BDEs. Additionally, the computational effort required in the approximate CI methods is significantly less than in the analytic CI and the savings grow with the size of the system.
There are a number of improvements we intend to make to the method presented here. We have only treated the (i j͉ab) and (ab͉cd) integrals pseudospectrally. Another candidate for PS treatment is the (ia͉bc) integrals. These integrals can only link configurations having two virtual orbitals occupied to those having one virtual orbital occupied. As a result, they never consume much CPU time compared to the (i j͉ab) and (ab͉cd). The previous work of Martinez and Carter 47 implemented PS versions of the (ia͉bc) primarily as a means of reducing disk storage requirements. Of course, conserving disk space is no longer a big concern. However, treating the (ia͉bc) using the PS approximation would still reduce the CPU time requirement somewhat. One could also consider the possibility of treating integrals involving three or four internal indices pseudospectrally. However, the use of the PS approximation for such integrals could drastically effect the MRSDCI energies and one should proceed along these lines with caution.
The results given here strongly suggest that the standard quantum chemistry basis sets may not be the most appropriate for use in local correlation methods. The problem arises from the use of long-ranged uncontracted valence functions, and reduces the fraction of correlation energy recovered by the local correlation methods by a few percent. This result opens up the possibility of trying to develop basis sets which strike a better balance between recovering correlation energy and limiting the weak-pairs method.
Although, the programming for the most expensive parts of the CI algorithm has been optimized, further optimization remains to be done. This is especially true for the integrals that individually do not consume much CPU time but taken as a whole are significant. Optimization of these parts of the code is progressing.
We feel the most appealing possibility for extending the method presented here is to apply the local correlation approximation to the virtual space. As suggested be Saebo " and Pulay, 2,98 this can be done by excluding configurations having excitations to virtuals localized far from the ''hole'' orbitals. For closed-shell systems using single reference wave functions, this has been previously implemented by Reynolds and Carter. 49 Unfortunately the extension is rather difficult, as it requires the use of a nonorthogonal, localized set of virtual orbitals. Furthermore, combining truncation of the virtual space with the pseudospectral approximation appears quite challenging since the virtual space becomes a function of the internal space. Nevertheless, methods based on truncation of the virtual orbitals are well suited to integral direct approaches, which can allow the treatment of systems much larger than those discussed here. 22 Thus, truncation of the virtual orbitals is an active subject of our ongoing research. 
